M2 Dock
The M2 Dock is the ideal option for individuals regularly using the Mesa 2 Rugged Tablet as a desktop computer or for individuals with limited access to Wi-Fi. With a charging dock, connection to the Ethernet network, and options for use with an external monitor, keyboard, and mouse, you’re set. Welcome to your office, anywhere.

Product #: 26362
Sold by Juniper Systems

Adjustable Shoulder Strap
The adjustable shoulder strap provides a quick and comfortable hands-free transportation option. The strap attaches to any corner attachment loop on the Mesa 2 for easy attach/detach from device. This option also allows for easy out-of-the-way access to your Mesa 2 while working on other aspects of the job.

Product #: 25378
Sold by Juniper Systems

Locking Vehicle Dock
The Mesa 2 Locking Vehicle Dock allows users to securely mount the Mesa 2 on an ATV or in a vehicle, while remaining easily detachable. The dock supplies power and USB pass-through for constant charge and data connection. As a versatile mounting option, the Locking Vehicle Dock is compatible with ProClip, RamMount, and other 4-hole AMPS pattern accessories. It is also available without the power and USB pass-through options for a secure lockable mounting solution.

Product #: 25415
Sold by Juniper Systems

Mesa 2 Mounting Bracket
The Mesa 2 Mounting Bracket is a versatile custom RamMount bracket attachable to any Proclip, RamMount, or other 4-hole AMPS pattern arms/clamps on the market. Easily combined with a variety of off-the-shelf solutions, this mounting bracket can be securely fastened to a variety of vehicles, or other equipment for an easily customizable mounting option.

Product #: 25414
Sold by Juniper Systems
**Adjustable Hand Strap**
The standard issue Mesa 2 Adjustable Hand Strap reduces fatigue and allows for a grip-free carrying option. Whether your arm is hanging loosely at your side or your Mesa 2 is in use, the hand strap reduces tension on your fingers and forearm by securely cradling the Mesa 2 and adding additional security while holding.

Product #: 25320

➤ Sold by Juniper Systems

---

**Mesa 2 GIS/Survey Pole Mount**
This lightweight option is ideal for individuals pairing the Mesa 2 Rugged Tablet with our Geode Real-time Sub-meter GPS Receiver. This option allows users to securely mount the Mesa 2 to a standard GIS survey pole for sturdy everyday deployment.

Product #: 26027

➤ Sold by Juniper Systems

---

**Pistol Grip**
The Pistol Grip is the ideal choice for all the frequent barcode scanners out there. This option features an ergonomic, two-stage trigger design focused on reducing strain and maximizing productivity during heavy barcode-scanning applications. The Pistol Grip Holster (sold separately) accompanies the grip to securely fasten the device to a belt or shoulder strap for convenient carry and deployment. Entirely compatible with the M2 Office Dock, the Pistol Grip allows for simple docking and charging, without removal of the grip. In addition, it can be used as a convenient desk stand for easy viewing of the Mesa 2’s large 7-inch display.

Product #: 26650

➤ Sold by Juniper Systems

---

**Four-point Harness**
This hands-free viewing option allows users to work with both hands while keeping the Mesa 2 close by for easy access and viewing. The webbing-based harness consists of four plastic clips and four metal O-ring webbing connectors to easily adjust the harness to fit comfortably and securely for a long day of work. Its versatile design allows for users to place the tablet securely against the body when not in use or horizontally in screen display mode for easy hands-free viewing.

Product #: 26125

➤ Sold by Juniper Systems

---

**Pistol Grip**
The Pistol Grip is the ideal choice for all the frequent barcode scanners out there. This option features an ergonomic, two-stage trigger design focused on reducing strain and maximizing productivity during heavy barcode-scanning applications. The Pistol Grip Holster (sold separately) accompanies the grip to securely fasten the device to a belt or shoulder strap for convenient carry and deployment. Entirely compatible with the M2 Office Dock, the Pistol Grip allows for simple docking and charging, without removal of the grip. In addition, it can be used as a convenient desk stand for easy viewing of the Mesa 2’s large 7-inch display.

Product #: 26650

➤ Sold by Juniper Systems

---

**Adjustable Hand Strap**
The standard issue Mesa 2 Adjustable Hand Strap reduces fatigue and allows for a grip-free carrying option. Whether your arm is hanging loosely at your side or your Mesa 2 is in use, the hand strap reduces tension on your fingers and forearm by securely cradling the Mesa 2 and adding additional security while holding.

Product #: 25320

➤ Sold by Juniper Systems
Flip Cover Case
For those wanting a quick transportation option, consider the Mesa 2 Flip Cover Case. This Cordura® cover includes 4 D-ring attachments, a home for the stylus, an adjustable hand strap/shoulder strap, and a protective display cover. The case also provides added cosmetic protection to keep your device looking like new.

Product #: 25677

Sold by Juniper Systems